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Side challenges - individuals
1. "Steady Stepper" - Walkers that entered steps a certain percentage of the time 
are rewarded. EX: All users who made an entry at least 95% of the time for a specific 
time period are entered into a raffle. To find the percentage per user, use the 
download: By Time Period - column "Percentage of Days Entered". 

2. "Goal Getter" – Reward walkers who met their goal a certain number of times 
during your challenge. You can either enforce the step goal to make sure they met a 
specific goal (found in program settings) or allow them to create their own step goal. 
In either case, the fact that they met the goal a certain number of times throughout 
the challenge reflects success. You can find this information via the download: By 
Time Period - column "Met Goal # of times". 

3. "In it to Win it" - the walker who reached the finish line first. We suggest that you 
provide an additional option to win alongside this one. Otherwise, you will lose 
interest in the challenge by those not as active as others, and those not so active 
folks are the ones you want to keep engaged! This can be found in the Featured 
Competition Download at the end of the challenge. 

4. "Greatest Growth" – compare the first 1/3 of the challenge (or time period in 
question) to the last 1/3 of the challenge (or time period in question). You can find this 
information via the download By Time Period - column "Improvement, First 1/3 vs. 
Last 1/3". 

5. "Walk it Wednesday (or any other day of the week)" - award the person(s) who 
accumulated the most steps or walked over a certain amount of steps on a given 
Wednesday. You can find this via the download By Time Period - narrow to a 
specific date and sort the column that shows step count. 

6. "Champion Converter" – the walker who logged the most activities (not steps).   
"Show Stepper" – the walker who logged the most steps (not including activities). 
You can use the By Time Period Download and Total Steps or Total Activities 
columns to find your winners. 


7. "Beat the Bunny" – draw from everyone that is ahead of the Pacer Rabbit. This is 
found by checking the pacer to date (black bar at the top of the leaderboard) and 
downloading the challenge results. Anyone who has at least = pacer steps or 
more, qualifies. 

8. A combination of the above ideas to narrow down results (ex: from the list of 
walkers who reached the goal everyday during the challenge, award the walker who 
was the most improved).


**For PPACA compliance with rewards programs, companies must provide a way for all eligible persons to earn the 
reward if they can’t do the activity. For example, eligible persons may have to watch videos on health/wellness then 
answer a questionnaire in order to earn the points or be in the drawing for prizes.

Find out more: https://federalregister.gov/a/2013-12916
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